Lingua e traduzione inglese
Specialised discourse 1
Interest in specialised discourse dates back to the early decades of linguistic investigation (1920s- 1930s). Scholars
sought above all to produce a clear-cut definition of the difference between specialised and general discourse. The
transition from an uncontextualised view of language to its perception as a flexible means of communication
employed in different situations placed the study of specialised discourse within the spectrum of situationalcontextual varieties.
Specialised discourse 2
There is far more than a straightforward lexical distinction a the root of specialised discourse. The mere
identification of marked elements is not enough to account for their origin or for their rationale. The aim is to
identify the peculiarities of specialised text in a perspective that is not only micro linguistic but takes into account
the discourse in which they are embedded.
Specialised discourse 3
The interrelationship between various contextual factors had led scholars to examine specialised discourse according
to a coordinal system with an horizontal dimension concerning the disciplinary domain dealt with (e.g. legal
discourse, economic discourse, scientific discourse) and a vertical dimension relating to its sociological layer.
Terminology 1
Another controversial aspect which still seeks consensus by scholars investigating specialised discourse is the term
used to define its object. Different expressions are used to denote this variety of use; sometimes specialised
discourse has been thought comparable to the notion of restricted language. This is the case, for example, of flight
control communication.
Terminology 2
Elsewhere the term “special languages” has been used, but this should denote languages with special rules and
symbol demoting from those of general language. The terms “ special languages” and “specialised discourse” should
be kept separate because the latter is distinguished from general language not for its use of special linguistic rules
absent from general language, but for its quantitatively greater and pragmatically more specific used such
conventions.
The multi-dimensional nature of specialised discourse 1
The world of specialised discourse is by no means homogeneous . There is a clear distinction between different
specialised languages. Though any distinction based mainly on lexis is too far too specialistic.
The multi-dimensional nature of specialised discourse 2
Disciplinary variation produces not only special lexical connotations but often also influences other options
(morphosyntactic, textual and pragmatic), thus reflecting at the same time the epistemological, semantic and
functional peculiarities of a given variety of specialised discourse. Specific use does not necessarily imply the
presence of exclusive rules but it calls for appropriate analytical tools and caution is needed whenever the features
observed in one specialised language are extended to others.
Lexical features of specialised languages




Monoreferentiality
Lack of emotion (mancanza di emozioni)
Precision (precisione)








Transparency (trasparenza)
Conciseness (non dilungarsi troppo)
Conservatism (e.g. legal discourse) senza trasformazioni
Ambiguity (ambiguità)
Imprecision (spesso è cercata, voluta)
Redundancy (dilungarsi nella discussione, essere ridondante)

Syntactic features of specialised discourse
 Omission of phrasal element
 Expressive conciseness
 Premodification (tipico del linguaggio scientifico)
 Nominalisation
 Lexical density (esprimere concetti in maniera più compatta)
 Sentence complexity (frasi complesse con molte subordinate)
 Use of verb tense
 Use of the passive
 Depersonalisation (la depersonalizzazione è alla base di tutto il resto)

The institutions of USA
Basic principles 1
The Constitution of the United States of America is the supreme law( legge suprema, sistema giuridico) of
the United States.
LAW = legge, diritto, sistema giuridico, in alcuni casi tradizione giuridica, famiglia giuridica
Basic principles 2
It provides the framework for the organization of the United States government and for the relationship of
the federal government to the States, to citizens, and to all people within the United States.
Provide = fornisce
Framework= struttura (Frame= cornice)
Within= compreso
P.S. Rispetto alla Declaration appare il termine “citizens” proprio per una situazione politica e culturale più
matura.
Basic principles 3
The Constitution defines the three main branches of government:
 a legislature or legislative branch
 an executive branch
 a judicial branch
Basic principles 4
The US Constitution was adopted on September 17 1787, by the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia
(Pennsylvania), and ratified in each US State in the name of “The People”.
People= cittadini, popolo unito d’America
P.S. in America si scrive prima il mese, il giorno e l’anno, mentre in Inghilterra il giorno, il mese e l’anno
Basic principles 5
The US Constitution has been amended 27 times. The first 10 amendments are know as the “Bill of Rights”
Basic principles 6
The US Constitution consists of:
 a preamble
 7 original articles
 27 amendments
 a paragraph certifying (= attestante) its enactment (= emanazione) by the Constitutional Convention (=
Assemblea costituente)
The seven original articles
Art. 1 describes the Congress (the House of Representatives + the Senate), which is the legislative branch
of federal government
House of Representatives= ha un numero di componenti proporzionale al numero di abitanti degli States

Senate= ha un numero di componenti pari a 2 per ogni State
Art. 2 creates the Presidency
Section 1 states that the executive power is vested (= rivestito) in a President
Art. 3 describes the court system (the judicial branch), including the Supreme Court
Art. 4 describes the relationship between the states and the federal government and amongst the states
Amongst= or among; amongst è più formale
Art. 5 describes how to amend the Constitution ( la Costituzione Americana è elestica, perché è possibile
modificarla ed emendare attraverso una procedura complessa)
Art. 6 describes the federal power
Art. 7 describes the ratification of the US Constitution
The Bill of Rights
1st: the right of freedom, of religion, speech, press, assembly, petition (= sciopero)
2nd: the right of individual (= soggetti) to possess firearms
4th: guards against searches, arrests and seizures of property without a specific warrant or probable causes
To guard= garantire
Searches= perquisizione
Seizures of property= sequestro di beni
Warrant= mandato
Probable causes= prove
th
5 : forbids punishment without the due process of law, and that an accused person may not be compelled
to testify against himself or herself
To forbid= vieta
The due process of law= un giusto processo giudiziario
To be compelled= essere obbligato
6th: guarantees a speedy public trial for criminal offences (This amendment deals with the judicial power)
Trial= processo
Offences= reati
7th: assures trial by jury in civil cases
8th: forbids cruel and unusual punishment (Vietano pene che possano violare i diritti umani)
10th: riserve to the states respectively, or the people, any power the US Constitution did not delegate to
the United States
Basic principles 1
The US Constitution outlines the 3 main branches:
 a legislative branch (Art. 1)
 an executive branch (Art. 2)
 a judicial branch (Art. 3)
Basic principles 2
The Legislative branch is embroiled (=rappresentato) in the bicameral Congress (Art. 1)
The Executive branch is headed (=capeggiato, vi è al vertice, vi è a capo) by the President (Art. 2)
The Judicial branch is headed by the Supreme Court (Art. 3)
Basic principles 3
The procedure for amending the Constitution is governed (= regolata) by Art.5 (La procedura per
emendare la Costituzione è molto complessa e difficile, perchè è necessaria l’unanimità dei 50 States..)

The amendments may be proposed by: the US Congress; a national convention ( ⁄ of the several States).
To became valid, amendments must be ratified by ratifying conventions ( ⁄ of several States)
National convention= assemblea nazionale costituente
Ratifying convention= assemblea ratificante
Basic principles 4
House of Representatives: - the number of seats(= seggio) per States is proportional to population (=435)
chosen every 2 year
- the members have attained to 25 years old, have been 7 years a citizen of US
and 7 a resident of the State where he was elected
Senate: - every State is given 2 seats (=100) for 6 years; each Senator have one vote
- the Senators have attained to 30 years old, have been 9 years a citizen of US and 9 years a
resident of the State where he was elected
Basic principles 6
Federal judges are appointed (=nominati) by the President, but their appointment (= conferma) must be
confirmed (= approvata) by the Senate
Legislative procedure 1
1st: Introduction
2nd: Committee

3rd: Subcommittee
4th: Committes

La presentazione del progetto di legge
La commissione; la presentazione non avverrà in seduta plenaria, ma in aula dinnanzi
tutti i componenti dell’ House of Representatives . Sarà presente il Ministro di
competenza della materia oggetto del progetto di legge. Tra un passaggio e l’altro c’è un
lasso di tempo di 2-3 settimane, per consentire ai membri della House of
Representatives di visionare e studiare il progetto di legge. Ci sono commissioni
permanenti (Standing Committees) e commissioni ad hoc.
Sono commissioni più ristrette che procederanno con la presentazione delle
modifiche al testo (changes to the bill) nella “mark-up session” alla Committee
Le proposte di modifiche al progetto di legge, ricevute dalla Subcommittee, saranno
riformulate dalla Committee in maniera definitiva. Successivamente il progetto di legge
modificato sarà presentato all’ House of Representatives. Sele modifiche vengono
approvate, la legge passa al Senate

5th: Debate
Legislature procedure 2
A conference committee (= commissione bicamerale) produces “a compromise text of the bill” for the final
vote in the Senate. It is sent to the President who may sign or veto it
The President 1
 a “natural born” citizen
 35 years old
 a resident of the US for at least 14 years
 Presidential elections are hold every 4 years

The President 2
Individuals hold (=tengono) press conferences (= conferenze stampa) between 18 months an a years
before a presidential election to announce that they are running for the office (= carica)
The Presidential election 1
From February to June: presidential primaries (closed vs open) and/ or caucuses.
P.S. The presidential primaries are formal, while the caurcuses (= riunioni in cui si parla dei problemi locali)
are informal
The presidential primaries closed, votano gli iscritti al partito
The presidential primaries open, vota chiunque
Then, party voters choose delegate sto the party’s national convention (= riunione nazionale del partito),
giving them the authority to make the party’s official nomination of a candidate.
P.S. Le riunioni nazionali del partito si svolgono 2 volte in un anno (2 riunioni per ogni partito). La decisine
del futuro candidato deve essere presa dai cittadini americani. I delegati si riuniscono a fine luglio per
scegliere i candidati ufficiali per il Presidente e il Vicepresidente.

SUPREME COURT
Article 3, section 1 of the Constitution provides that "the judicial Power of the United States, shall be
vested in one supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and
establish." The Supreme Court of the United States was created in accordance with this provision and by
authority of the Judiciary Act of September 24, 1789.
The Supreme Court consists of the Chief Justice of the United States and such number of Associate Justices
as may be fixed by Congress. The number of Associate Justices is currently fixed at eight. Power to
nominate the Justices is vested in the President of the United States, and appointments are made with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Article III, §1, of the Constitution further provides that "the Judges, both
of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated
Times, receive for their Services, a Compensation, which shall not be diminished during their Continuance
in Office."
Judicial branch 1
The only court specifically mentioned in the US Constitution is the Supreme Court.
The power given to Congress to establish lesser federal courts has resulted in “threetier system”, as well as
special courts for specific areas (such as tax, military law, etc.)
(il potere dato al Congresso per creare corti federali di grado inferiore ha dato luogo al sistema a tre livelli,
così come con le corti speciali per ambiti specifici, come tassazione, legge marziale ecc.)
Judicial branch 2
1st tier: District Courts have original jurisdiction in most federal cases. This is the lower level.
2nd tier: Most decisions of these courts are appealed to the next tier, namely, the US Courts of Appeal.
(Corte di Appello, di cui vi sono due gradi e questo è il primo)
Judicial branch 3
3rd tier: most of the US Supreme Court’s work consists of hearing cases from US Courts of Appeal.
Terms of office have by tradition been for life or until voluntary retirement.
(la durata del mandato de giudici della corte suprema è a vita o fino a ritiro volontario)
Judicial branch 4
The Supreme Court has the power of “judicial review”: to evaluate whether state, congressional and
presidential acts are in accordance with the Constitution.
Judicial branch 5
The Supreme Court has judges called Justices. (justices means giudici della corte suprema, so it’s not
judges) The head of the Supreme Court has the title of Chief Justice of the United States.
Judicial branch 6
Impeachment is the procedure by which a public official in the US, including the President, is charged with
acting illegally and may be forced to leave the job (art. 2, section 4)
The impeachment-trial procedure is in the Congress and it is divided into two steps (messa in stato di
accusa)
st
• 1 step: The House of Representatives must first pass “articles of impeachment” by a simple majority;

2nd step: The Senate tries the accused. In the case of the impeachment of the President, the Chief
Justice of the United States provides over the proceeding. Otherwise, the Vice-President, in his capacity
as President of the Senate, provides.
nd
• 2 step bis: a two-thirds of majority of the Senators present is required in order to convict the accused.
•

Section 4 of Art. 2 says that “the President, Vice President and all civil Officers of the United States, shall
be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes
and Misdemeanors.” So, these are the main charges of Impeachment. (il presidente, il vice presidente tutti
gli altri ufficiali civili degli Stati uniti, saranno rimossi dalla carica per impeachment e per la condanna di
tradimento, corruzione, o altri crimini gravi e reati minori/cattiva condotta)
The U.S. Legal System: A Short Description
Federal Judicial Center

Background
The U.S. Constitution establishes a federal system of government. The constitution gives specific powers
to the federal (national) government. All power not delegated to the federal government remains with the
states. Each of the 50 states has its own state constitution, governmental structure, legal codes, and
judiciary. The U.S. Constitution establishes the judicial branch of the federal government and specifies the
authority of the federal courts. Federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction only over certain types of cases,
such as cases involving federal laws, controversies between states, and cases involving foreign
governments. In certain other areas federal courts share jurisdiction with state courts. For example, both
federal and state courts may decide cases involving parties who live in different states. State courts have
exclusive jurisdiction over the vast majority of cases. Parties have a right to trial by jury in all criminal and
most civil cases. A jury usually consists of a panel of 12 citizens who hear the evidence and apply the law
stated by the judge to reach a decision based on the facts as the jury has determined them from the
evidence at trial. However, most legal disputes in the United States are resolved before a case reaches a
jury. They are resolved by legal motion or settlement, not by trial.
Structure of the federal court system
The U.S. Constitution establishes the U.S. Supreme Court and gives Congress the authority to establish the
lower federal courts. Congress has established two levels of federal courts below the Supreme Court: The
U.S. district courts and the U.S. circuit courts of appeals. U.S. district courts are the courts of first instance
in the federal system. There are 94 such district courts throughout the nation. At least one district court is
located in each state. District judges sit individually to hear cases. In addition to district judges, bankruptcy
judges (who hear only bankruptcy cases) and magistrate judges (who perform many judicial duties under
the general supervision of district judges) are located within the district courts. U.S. circuit courts of
appeals are on the next level. There are 12 of these regional intermediate appellate courts located in
different parts of the country. Panels of three judges hear appeals from the district courts. A party to a
case may appeal as a matter of right to the circuit court of appeals (except that the government has no
right of appeal in a criminal case if the verdict is “not guilty.”) These regional circuit courts also hear
appeals from decisions of federal administrative agencies. One non-regional circuit court (the Federal
Circuit) hears appeals in specialized cases such as cases involving patent laws and claims against the federal
government. At the top of the federal court system is the U.S. Supreme Court, made up of nine justices
who sit together to hear cases. At its discretion, the U.S. Supreme Court may hear appeals from the federal
circuit courts of appeals as well as the highest state courts if the appeal involves the U.S. Constitution or
federal law.
Structure of state court systems
The structure of state court systems varies from state to state. Each state court system has unique
features; however, some generalizations can be made. Most states have courts of limited jurisdiction
presided over by a single judge who hears minor civil and criminal cases. States also have general
jurisdiction trial courts that are presided over by a single judge. These trial courts are usually called circuit
courts or superior courts and hear major civil and criminal cases. Some states have specialized courts that

hear only certain kinds of cases such as traffic or family law cases. All states have a highest court, usually
called a state supreme court, that serves as an appellate court. Many
states also have an intermediate appellate court called a court of appeals that hears appeals from the trial
court. A party in a case generally has one right of appeal.
Court administration
The judicial branches of the federal and state governments are separate from the legislative and executive
branches. To insure judicial independence, the judicial branches of the federal and state governments
control the administration of the courts. Court administration includes managing court budgets,
prescribing rules of trial and appellate procedure, reviewing judicial discipline matters, offering continuing
educational programs for judges, and studying court performance. In the federal judiciary, the Judicial
Conference of the United States, made up of 27 members (the Chief Justice of the United States and 26
judges from each geographic region of the United States) has overall administrative responsibility for the
courts and has primary authority to make policy regarding the operation of the judicial branch of the
government. The Judicial Conference is assisted by a large number of committees made up of federal
judges (and sometimes also state court judges and attorneys) who study different parts of the federal
court system and make recommendations. An important responsibility of the Judicial Conference is to
recommend changes in the rules of procedure used by all federal courts. Congress has created three
administrative agencies within the judicial branch. The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts manages
the day-to-day operations of the courts, including such matters as payroll, equipment, and supplies. The
Federal Judicial Center conducts educational and training programs for judges and court personnel and
does research in the fields of court operations and administration. The U.S. Sentencing Commission
develops advisory guidelines for federal judges in imposing criminal sentences. In most state court
systems, the state supreme court has overall administrative authority over the court system. It is assisted
by an administrative office. The chief justice of the state supreme court usually appoints the director of the
state court administrative office.
Judges
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court and circuit and district judges are appointed by the President of the
United States if approved by a majority vote of the U.S. Senate. These justices and judges serve “during
good behavior”— in effect, a life term. Presidents usually nominate persons to be judges who are
members of their own political party. Persons appointed are usually distinguished lawyers, law professors,
or lower federal court or state court judges. Once these judges are appointed their salaries cannot be
reduced. Federal judges may only be removed from office through an impeachment process in which
charges are made by the House of Representatives and a trial is conducted by the Senate. In the entire
history of the United States, only a few judges have been impeached and those removed were found to
have committed serious misconduct. These protections allow federal judges to exercise independent
judgment without political or outside interference or influence. The methods of selecting state judges vary
from state to state and are often different within a state, depending on the type of court. The most
common selection systems are by commission nomination and by popular election. In the commission
nomination system, judges are appointed by the governor (the state’s chief executive) who must choose
from a list of candidates selected by an independent commission made up of lawyers, legislators, lay
citizens, and sometimes judges. In many states judges are selected by popular election. These elections
may be partisan or non-partisan. Candidates for judicial appointment or election must meet certain
qualifications, such as being a practicing lawyer for a certain number of years. With very few exceptions,
state judges serve specified, renewable terms. All states have procedures governing judicial conduct,
discipline, and removal. In both the federal and state systems, judicial candidates are almost always
lawyers with many years of experience. There is no specific course of training for judges and no
examination. Some states require judges to attend continuing education programs to learn about
developments in the law. Both the federal and state court systems offer beginning and continuing
education programs for judges.
Prosecutors
Prosecutors in the federal system are part of the U.S. Department of Justice in the executive branch. The
Attorney General of the United States, who heads the Department of Justice, is appointed by the President

with Senate confirmation. The chief prosecutors in the federal court districts are called U.S. attorneys and
are also appointed by the President with Senate confirmation. Within the Department of Justice is the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, which investigates crimes against the United States. Each state also has an
attorney general in the state executive branch who is usually elected by the citizens of that state. There are
also prosecutors in different regions of the state, called state’s attorneys or district attorneys. These
prosecutors are also usually elected.
Lawyers
The U.S. legal system uses the adversarial process. Lawyers are essential to this process. Lawyers are
responsible for presenting their clients’ evidence and legal arguments to the court. Based on the lawyers’
presentations, a trial judge or jury determines the facts and applies the law to reach a decision before
judgment is entered. Individuals are free to represent themselves in American courts, but lawyers are
often necessary to present cases effectively. An individual who cannot afford to hire a lawyer may attempt
to obtain one through a local legal aid society. Persons accused of crimes who cannot afford a lawyer are
represented by a court-appointed attorney or by federal or state public defender offices. American lawyers
are licensed by the individual states in which they practice law. There is no national authority that licenses
lawyers. Most states require applicants to hold a law degree (Juris Doctor) from an accredited law school.
An American law degree is a postgraduate degree awarded at the end of a three-year course of study.
(Normally individuals complete four years of college/university before attending law school). Also, most
states require that applicants for a license to practice law pass a written bar examination and meet certain
standards of character. Some states allow lawyers to become bar members based on membership in
another state’s bar. All states provide for out-of-state lawyers to practice in the state in a particular case
under certain conditions. Lawyers can engage in any kind of practice. Although there is no formal
distinction among types of legal practice, there is much informal specialization.
Court Role and Structure
Federal courts hear cases involving the constitutionality of a law, cases involving the laws and treaties of
the U.S. ambassadors and public ministers, disputes between two or more states, admiralty law, also
known as maritime law, and bankruptcy cases.
The federal judiciary operates separately from the executive and legislative branches, but often works with
them as the Constitution requires. Federal laws are passed by Congress and signed by the President. The
judicial branch decides the constitutionality of federal laws and resolves other disputes about federal laws.
However, judges depend on our government’s executive branch to enforce court decisions. Courts decide
what really happened and what should be done about it. They decide whether a person committed a crime
and what the punishment should be. They also provide a peaceful way to decide private disputes that
people can’t resolve themselves. Depending on the dispute or crime, some cases end up in the federal
courts and some end up in state courts. Learn more about the different types of federal courts.
Supreme Court
The Supreme Court is the highest court in the United States. Article III of the U.S. Constitution created the
Supreme Court and authorized Congress to pass laws establishing a system of lower courts. In the federal
court system’s present form, 94 district level trial courts and 13 courts of appeals sit below the Supreme
Court.
Courts of Appeals
There are 13 appellate courts that sit below the U.S. Supreme Court, and they are called the U.S. Courts of
Appeals. The 94 federal judicial districts are organized into 12 regional circuits, each of which has a court of
appeals. The appellate court’s task is to determine whether or not the law was applied correctly in the trial
court. Appeals courts consist of three judges and do not use a jury.
A court of appeals hears challenges to district court decisions from courts located within its circuit, as well
as appeals from decisions of federal administrative agencies.
In addition, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has nationwide jurisdiction to hear appeals in
specialized cases, such as those involving patent laws, and cases decided by theU.S. Court of International
Trade and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims.

Bankruptcy Appellate Panels
Bankruptcy Appellate Panels (BAPs) are 3-judge panels authorized to hear appeals of bankruptcy court
decisions. These panels are a unit of the federal courts of appeals, and must be established by that circuit.
Five circuits have established panels: First Circuit, Sixth Circuit, Eighth Circuit, Ninth Circuit, and Tenth
Circuit.
District Courts
The nation’s 94 district or trial courts are called U.S. District Courts. District courts resolve disputes by
determining the facts and applying legal principles to decide who is right.
Trial courts include the district judge who tries the case and a jury that decides the case. Magistrate judges
assist district judges in preparing cases for trial. They may also conduct trials in misdemeanor cases.
There is at least one district court in each state, and the District of Columbia. Each district includes a U.S.
bankruptcy court as a unit of the district court. Four territories of the United States have U.S. district courts
that hear federal cases, including bankruptcy cases: Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and the
Northern Mariana Islands. There are also two special trial courts. The Court of International
Trade addresses cases involving international trade and customs laws. The U.S. Court of Federal
Claims deals with most claims for money damages against the U.S. government.
Bankruptcy Courts
Federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction over bankruptcy cases involving personal, business, or farm
bankruptcy. This means a bankruptcy case cannot be filed in state court. Through the bankruptcy process,
individuals or businesses that can no longer pay their creditors may either seek a court-supervised
liquidation of their assets, or they may reorganize their financial affairs and work out a plan to pay their
debts.

Presidential election
Presidential election 1
From February to June: presidential primaries (Closed vs Open) and/or caucuses.
Then, Party votes choose delegates to the party's national convention, giving them the authority to make
the party's official nomination of a candidate.
Presidential election 2
From late August until the beginning of November: the parties and their candidates face each other in the
post-convention campaign.
Candidates criss-cross the country to make known their platform.
Presidential election 3
Each State receives a number of votes in the college equal to the sum of its members in Congress (2
Senators + its number of Representatives in the house) making a total of 538 resulting from:
• 100 Senators
• 435 members of the House of Representatives
• 3 votes of the district of Columbia (Great Electors)
Presidential election 4
November = the people go to vote and, although the President is said to be directly elected, the official
vote is made by an electoral college.
Each State has a certain number of electors in the college based on the state's population (+2 Senators)
Presidential election 5
All the electors from the State must vote for the candidate who got the most votes in the State. The
candidate with at least 270 votes out of 538 becomes the President.
Presidential election 6
After the election, the new President goes to Washington for the inauguration on 20 January.
General elections 1
Election Day: is the day set by law for the election of public officials (cariche pubbliche).
Federal offices: (United States Congress, President and Vice President), it occurs on the Tuesday after the
first Monday of November in even-numbered years. The earliest possible date is November 2 and the latest
November 8.
General elections 2
Presidential elections are held every four years.
Elections to the United States House of Representatives and the United State Senate are held every two
years.

General elections 3
All Representatives serve two-year terms (mandati biennali) and are up for elections every two years; while
Senators serve six-year terms, staggered so that one-third of Senators are elected in any given general
election. General elections in which presidential candidates are not on the ballet are referred to as
midterms elections (di metà mandato).

Great Britain
Great Britain it is a geographical area consisting of large island that is divided into England, Wales and
Scotland. It is often called Britain.
It was first used in a political sense after the Act of Union of Scotland with England and Wales in 1707.
British Isles
British Isles describes the geographical area of Great Britain, all of Ireland (including the independent
Republic of Ireland), and all the smaller offshore islands, including the Orkney Islands and Scilly Isles.
United Kingdom 1
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (called for short the United Kingdom or UK)
refers to the political state that includes the countries of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. It
does not include the Isle of Man or the Channel Island which are crown dependencies.
United Kingdom 2
The United Kingdom was formed in 1801 when the Irish parliament was joined with the parliament for
England, Wales and Scotland in London, and the whole of the British Isles became a single state.
In 1922 the South of Ireland became the Irish Free State and in 1949 a completely independent republic.
Names 1
The name Great Britain and United Kingdom are often used to mean the same thing. Britannia is the name
the Romans gave to the province which covered most of England.
Albion was the original Roman name for England, Caledonia for Scotland, Cambria foe Wales and Hibernia
for Ireland.
Names 2
The people of UK are British/ Britons is used in the media.
Only people from England are English. People from Wales are Welsh. People from Scotland are Scots or
Scottish.
Brits is used informally, often humorously.

The main features of British Constitution
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Unwritten Constitution
British Constitution consists of laws and documents, as well as customs and conventions stretching back
over centuries (= risalgono nel corso dei secoli). Saying that (= dire che) Britain has no written
Constitution does not mean that none of their rules and practice are set out in writing, but that they
have never been brought together in a single statement/document.
Flexible/ Flexibility
It is a characteristic of States with written Constitutions that a particular category of law is superior to
all other laws and made difficult to change. For istance, in US the agreement of two-thirds of both
Houses of Congress, followed by at least three-quarters of the States is necessary before any article in
the Constitution can be changed.
In Britain no distinction between ordinary law and Constitution law is made and the Constitution is
much more flexible and easily changed.
Unitary
Britain is a unitary state in the sense that authority rests in a single legislative body: the Parliament. In a
federal state, a number of smaller states are permanently linked together to form a Federation. A
Federal Government deals with questions of concern to all states such as: Foreign Policy and deferee.
Individual States have power over other areas (?) of policy such as: education and justice.
Parliamentary Sovereignty
Parliamentary law is the highest form of law in UK.
Bicameral Legislature
There are two chambers/houses through which a Bill (progetto di legge) must pass before it can
become law. In Britain the House of Commons(Camera Bassa, lower house) is more powerful than the
House of Lords (Camera Alta, upper house).
Constitutional Monarchy
Britan is one of the few countries in which the hereditary monarchy has survived. But the political
importance has declined over the countries (Since the 17th century)(Cromwell). It is usually said that the
“Queen reigns but does not rule”.
Two-Party System
This does not mean that only two parties are allowed to exist (there is no limit to the number of
Parties). It means that because of the Electoral System, power has in the past tended to alternate
between two parties.

The Separation of Powers 1
•

There isn’t a strict separation of powers:
1. The Prime Minister (è il capo dell’esecutivo) and his/her Cabinet and Government are drawn from
the Parliament.
2. The leading members of the Judiciary are appointed by the Prime Minister.
The 11 Law Lords, who together with the Lord Chancellor act as The final/highest court of Appeal in
England and Wales, are also members of the House of Lords.

The Separation of Powers 2
•

There isn’t a strict separation of powers:
The Lord Chancellor is at once a member of the Executive (He has a seat in the Cabinet); He is a
member of the Legislature because of its position in the House of Lords, and he was the Speaker of the

House of Lords. However, in the Constitutional Reform Bill 2004, it was proposed that the post (?) of
the Lord Chancellor should be abolished.

Parliament in UK
Parliament 1
Parliament is the supreme legislative authority in Britain. The main functions of Parliament today are to
pass laws, to vote on financial bills, to examine government policies and administration.
Parliament 2
Parliament is supposed to legislative according to the rule of law (= ruolo della legge o del diritto),
precedents and tradition.
Parliament 3
A set of check and balances (= sistema di pesi e contrappesi), such as party discipline , the official
opposition, public reaction and pressure groups.
Parliament 4
It assembles as a unified body only on ceremonial occasions, such as the state opening of Parliament by
the monarch in the House of Lords. Here it listens to the monarch’s speech from the throne (the speech
outlines the government’s broad legislative programme for the coming session).
Parliament 5
A Parliament has a maximum duration of 5 years. A dissolution of Parliament and the issue of writs for the
ensuing general elections are ordered by the monarch on the advice of the prime minister.
Parliament 6
Parliament consists of:
 House of Lords
 House of Commons
 (formally) the Queen
House of Lords
The House of Lords is the upper House of the British Parliament, whose members are not elected. Its work
consists mainly of:
 examining and making changes to bills from the House of Commons
 discussing important matters which the House of Commons cannot find time to discuss
It also acts as the final court of appeal ( the Supreme Court)
House of Lords 2
It consists of:
Lords temporal
Lords spiritual
the Archbishops of York and Canterbury and 24 diocesan Bishops of the Church of England





Lords temporal
Members of the House of Lords who are not bishops. They are members of the peerage or peers (= Pari
d’Inghilterra) and peeresses (= moglie o vedova di un Pari d’Inghilterra).
Hereditary peers: peers or peeresses who inherit their title
Life peers: peers and peeresses who have been created by political parties and cannot pass it on to their
son or daughter
Law Lords of appeal: they act as the ultimate court of appeal for most purposes, under the chairmanship (=
presidenza) of the Lord Chancellor
The Life Peerage Act 1958
The Peerage Renunciation Act 1963
The Constitutional Reform Bill 2004
Important Reform Acts:
 The Life Peerage Act 1958
Before the 1950s it was recognized that to choose members of the 2 nd chamber purely on the basis of
the birth was not only unjustified but also inefficient. The idea is that Life Peerage chosen on the basis
of ability and attitude and not passing their title on to an heir (= erede) were weeded to inject (=
introdurre) new life into the chamber.
 The Peerage Renunciation Act 1963
Prior to that period, anyone itineriting a peerage was prevented. From having a seat in the House of
Commons. This act allows any hereditary peer/peeress to disclaim his/her title within 12 months.
The most important thing is that any act ore renunciation was not affect the right of heir to the peerage
his/her parent has surrendered
House of Lords
Proceedings are conducted in a more leisurely way than in the Commons
Each party has an organization an a leader, but many peers are cross-benchers.
There is no arrangement for closure.
Discipline is less severe and the influence of whirs is less evident than in the Commons.
House of Commons
It consists of:
 Members of Parliament
 the speaker
 Whips
The speaker is elected by the Member of Parliament has the casting vote in the event of a tie (= stallo).
Each party has its own whips to maintain the discipline in both House of Parliament.
Legislation
Every law begins as a bill (= proposta di legge) and becomes an Act of Parliament the royal assent.
Legislation 1
The Public Bills are public promoted by the government
The Private Members’ Bills are bills promoted by the Members of Parliament who are not members of the
government
The Private Bills are bills promoted by royal authority

Legislative Procedure 1
Preparation: a group of experienced lawyers
1st reading: formal presentation
2nd reading: debate on general principles
3rd reading: final debate
Legislative Procedure 1a
Preparation: once a decision has been made/taken to include a bill in the legislative programme for a
session; reference to it is made in the Queen’s speech at the opening of the Parliament.
The Parliamentary Counsel is a group of experienced lawyers who prepare the bill line by line.
The bill, once prepared, is returned to the Cabinet for approval, after which it is printed.
Legislative Procedure 1b
1st reading- formal presentation: the time of the bill is read out (= letto ad alta voce). The Minister
responsible for the bill names (= indica) a day for the second reading. The day for the second reading is
usually two or three weeks later.
Legislative Procedure 1c
2nd reading- debate on general principles: this concerns the principles and objectives of the bill. The
Minister opens the debate and he/she is followed by either the leader of the opposition or the shadow
minister. At the end of the debate, the House divides on the motion “that the bill be now read a second
time”. If the motion is carried (=approvata), the bill progresses to the next parliamentary stage.
Legislative Procedure 2
Committee stage consist of standing committees and selected committees
Legislative Procedure 2a
Committee stage: the bill is usually sent to a standing committee where it is discussed in detail under less
formal procedure. Amendments may be put, but only if they are consistent with the main principles behind
the bill.
Legislative Procedure 2b
A certain number of standing committees are appointed for the parliamentary session. They are known as
Standing committee.
Select committees are special committees set up to inquire (=indagare) into a specific aspect of the
working of government.
Legislative Procedure 2c
3rd reading- final debate: there is a final debate on bill as a whole
Legislative Procedure 3
Report stage changes periodically
Consideration of the committee amendments and the opportunity for further changes.

Legislative procedure 4





Closure
Guillotine
Kangaroo

Legislative procedure 4a
Government has various means to restrict the time available for debate. Bill will lapse unless completed by
the and of a session.
By the use of closure any member parliament, but usually government whips, moved “that the question
now be put”. If the speaker allow a vote on the motion and if this is carried, the debate ends.
Legislative procedure 4b
At the Committee stage government can resort to other methods in order to quicken proceedings:
 by means of the guillotine a time limit is established for the consideration of certain groups of clauses
 the use of kangaroo gives the power to the chairman to select clauses for discussion and ignore others
completely
Legislative procedure 5
In the House of Lords the Bill has to go through the same stages if no amendments are made, Bill becomes
law immediately on receiving the royal assent.
Legislative procedure 5a
If the Lords amend the Bill, the changes are considered by the Commons (some may be accepted, other
rejected and sent back to the Lords). The Act of Parliament 1949 established that “if a Bill passed by the
Commons is rejected by the Lords in successive sessions, the Bill may be presented to the sovereign for
assent, provided that at least 12 months have passed since the original reading”
Palace of Westminster
Both the House of Commons and the House of Lords meet in the Palace of Westminster (also called the
House of Parliament). Those chambers have several rows of seat facing each other where members of the
Government sit on one side and members of the Opposition sit on the other side. Each period of
Government lasts a maximum of five years and is divided into one- year periods called session.
Monarchy 1
The continuity of English Monarchy has been interrupted only by the Cromwell Republic of 1649-1659.
Succession to the throne is still hereditary.
Monarchy 2
The monarch has a number of roles:
 she serves formally as head of state
 she is commander in chief of the armed forces
 she is the supreme governor of the Church of England
Monarchy 3
 The monarch reigns but does not rule
 She is expected to be politically neutral
 She acts only on the advice of ministers
 She summons, open, adjourns and dissolves Parliament
Monarchy 4
 She gives the Royal Assent to Bill that have been passed both Houses of Parliament
 She appoints ministers, grants, honors, gives pardons to some convicted criminals, fulfils international
duties as Head of State
 The most important function is the appointment of the Prime Minister

UK Government
Government normally consists of over a hundred of ministers and other officials is chosen both Houses of
Parliament.
Prime Minister 1
PM is appointed by the Monarch and is normally the leader of the majority party in Commons
Prime Minister 2
He/she has the majority support in Parliament;
He/she can choose and dismiss ministers;
He/she has the leadership in the party in the country;
He/she has a control over the policymaking
Prime Minister 3
He/she sits in the Commons as do most of the ministers;
He/she has been the connection between the parliamentary government and the Monarch;
He/she is responsible for Cabinet agendas and Cabinet proceedings;
Cabinet
Cabinet is usually composed of up to 20 senior ministers from the government (i.e., the Chancellor of the
Exchequer; the Foreign Secretary; the Home Secretary; the Minister of Defence, etc.)
Ministers
Ministerial/collective responsibility: all Ministers (including those outside the Cabinet) share a collective
responsibility for government action and policy
Government Department
They are staffed by the Civil Service, which consists of career administrators. They are expected to be
politically neutral a change of Government or minister does not require a change of civil servants (because
they serve the sitting Government impartially)
Legal system 1
In Britain, for historical reasons, the system of law used in Scotland is different from that in England and
Wales (with Northern Ireland law being similar to that in England)
Legal system 2
When making decisions Scottish courts look for an appropriate general principle and apply to a particular
situation
Legal system 2a
English courts look at precedents for the case being tried (= sotto processo) and make a similar judgment.
A basic principle of law in Britain is that anyone accused is innocent until proven guilty , so it is the job of
the prosecution to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the defendant (the person accused) has broken
the law as stated in the change. If this cannot be proved the person must be acquitted (= allowed to go
free, with no blame)
British law 1
British law is divided into civil law that concerns disagreement between individuals (such as business
contracts), and criminal law that deals with offences that involve harm to a person resulting from
somebody breaking the law

British law 2
In civil cases, the plaintiff (the person who claims to have been wronged) beings an action against the
defendant in the hope of winning damages (= a financial payment) or an injunction (= a court order
preventing the defendant from doing something)
British courts 1
In England and Wales, every town has a Magistrates’ Court where minor cases are judged and more serious
cases are passed to higher courts by three magistrates called Justices of the Peace, specially trained
members of the public
British court 2
The more serious cases are heard in a Crown Court by a judge and a jury. Minor civil cases (such as divorce
and bankruptcy) are heard in the Country Courts and more serious ones in the High Court of Justice.
British court 3
Appeals against decisions from the Crown Court or the High Court go to the Court of Appeal and a few
cases, where a question of a law is in doubt, are passed to the House of Lords
British court 4
Currently a process of reform is in operation. The Lord Chancellor’s office (which for 1400 years maintained
the judiciary), has now been replaced by the Ministry for Justice who administers the court system.
British court 5
The Appellate Committee of the House of Lords (previously the highest court in the land) was, by way of
the Constitutional Reform Act 2005, replaced by the Supreme Court in October 2009 to allow the judiciary
to operate in total independence from the government. The court of appeal in all legal matters other than
criminal cases in Scotland.

UK General Elections
In Britain a General Election takes place at least every 5 years when the electorate vote for the members of
Parliament
Each member represent a constituency (= circoscrizione elettorale, territorio suddiviso in relazione alla
densità della popolazione).
UK General Elections 1
Before an election candidates campaign for support in their constituency and local party workets spend
their time canvassing (=propaganda porta a porta).
The age of 18 and the electoral register (=età minima per poter votare), turnout (= affluenza alle urne) and
polling day (= giorno delle elezioni). Ballot paper (=scheda elettorale) and polling booth (= cabina
elettorale).
By- elections
If an individual MP dies, resigns or gives a peerage, a by-election is called only for that member’s seat and
Parliament as a whole is not dissolved.
Terminologia
The age of 18 (età minima per poter andare a votare) and the electoral register.
Turnout= affluenza alle urne
Polling day= giorno delle elezioni
Ballot paper= scheda elettorale
Polling booth= cabina elettorale

